IS CULTURE JUST PINK & FLUFFY?
Company culture is often ticked oﬀ a to do list once free breakfasts, pool tables and cool oﬃces
are implemented.
Done right, the culture of your business should enable you to drive higher levels of
performance, and in turn, increase revenue and proﬁtability.
To really unlock the power of a great culture, it needs to be strategically aligned with your
company mission and vision, translating your big picture thinking, into strategic cultural
guidelines that drive day to day behaviours in your business.
It isn’t a coincidence that the fastest growing companies in the world, pretty perfectly match
the ranking of best companies to work for on Glassdoor – great culture means great business.
Strategic, deliberate culture doesn’t happen overnight, we have put together some key steps to
consider...

#1 CULTURE SHOULD BE LED FROM THE TOP, BUT
BUILT BETWEEN PEERS.
Not only do leaders need to set the tone and direction for successful culture change, but
activities should be put in place to ensure that it is embedded at every level.
Once the initial direction is set from leadership with a “do as we do” mentality, culture
champions in the form of staﬀ members across departments and seniority levels should be
supporting in the day to day embedding of your culture.
Action Item: Consider implementing a “culture committee” made up of diﬀerent levels
of staﬀ that meet on a regular basis to implement and drive culture change.

#2 TREAT THE CAUSE NOT THE SYMPTOM.
More often than not, the reason why the same issues keep reoccurring is because they
are solved symptomatically vs digging deep for the true root cause and looking for what
could be prevalent in your culture to drive those issues.
Often issues are driven by a pattern of behaviour, broken processes, or lack of clarity
around values and expectations – they are more often than not much bigger than an
individual case.
Action Item: Instead of focussing on an individual instance of an issue widen your
thinking and ask: is there anything that exists in our culture that is allowing this to
happen? Then put a plan in place to ﬁx the root cause.

#3 STRATEGY FIRST, COOLNESS SECOND.
Is there a justiﬁable strategic reason to implement a culture change, or is it simply
because it seems cool?
Case in point – open plan working. It looks nice, on the face of it should generate
transparent working, and recently, it seems everyone is adopting this approach to
workplace spatial planning.
The truth? There is a growing body of research that shows open plan spaces can in fact
prove a constant distraction for certain behavioural types and signiﬁcantly impact
productivity levels.
Action Item: In any planned culture change, cross check it with your mission &
vision – does the change get you closer to achieving that? If not you might want to
reconsider it.

#4 PURPOSE DIRECTLY IMPACTS PROFIT.
Proﬁt drives owners and directors, but to really link employee performance to proﬁt you have
to have a purpose that your team cares about and that motivates them to do more.
Purpose and proﬁt go hand in hand. Proﬁt without purpose is meaningless.
Virgin, Starbucks and Pixar all understand and subscribe to the belief that purpose drives
people, and in turn proﬁts. Google may make its money through search, but their purpose is
“connection” and this drives the whole strategy behind their business.
Action Item: People want to work for a company with purpose, and often will do so for
a lower salary or fewer beneﬁts. What are you doing that drives purpose? Do you do
anything with your local community? Support any charitable causes? Encourage your
team to engage with each other outside of the day job?

#5 VALUE OUTPUT OVER INPUT.
Too often people are measured on their input which often has no correlation to the output
achieved. Netﬂix say “hard work isn’t relevant” – what is relevant – accomplishing great work
and high performance levels.
By focussing on the desired outputs vs inputs like time, or numbers, you can create real
impact.
Action Items: Review any inputs that you currently measure – can you ﬂip them to
outputs?
I.e. change meaningless activity based KPIs to real outputs that truly create business
impact:
-

Input = “make 50 business development calls”
Output = “book 3 new client meetings”

#6 EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE DIRECTLY IMPACTS
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.
Too often, consumer driven activities trump employee driven activities. Your people are the
ones interacting with your customers every day, therefore they are the ones that most
impact customer experience.
If your employees are happy, it is likely your customers will be happy. People buy from
people they have positive interactions with.
By strategically working on developing an engaging employee experience, and dedicating as
much value, and resource, to these activities as you would sales activities, you will see an
impact on your bottom line.
Action Item: Create a culture that is unique to your business. Develop a cohesive,
connected mission & vision, that your team buy into; drive values & behaviours that
deliver the outcomes you want for your customers; create your own bespoke training
that outlines “your way” of working vs industry theory.

#7 PAY UNFAIRLY.
Often companies adhere to a set of salary bands in order to pay their people “fairly
across the board”. Consider a diﬀerent point of view – is it fair to pay a top performer
the same as an employee with the same job title, but who produces less value?
High performers often have a performance diﬀerential as high as 100 times an average
performer (Google once estimated their high performers at more than 300 times).
Laszlo Bock - Senior VP of People at Google believes managers should ask, "How many
people would you trade for your very best performer? If the number is more than ﬁve,
you're probably underpaying your best person. And if it's more than ten, you're almost
certainly underpaying.”
Action Item: Who are the top performers who net the very best results – how can
you ﬁnd more of those people and compensate them fairly vs more average
performers on lower salaries who net lower results?

If you’ve ever worked in a company where the culture is ﬂatlining, you know how
toxic it can be to getting work done.
Find out how Duo help our clients enact culture change that has accelerated
business growth.
info@duoglobalconsulting.com

